
Project 4 - Session 3 of 7

Directions:
Continue working on Project 4. Upload at the end of class your: Practice, 
Experimentation, and Revision. Tell me what you focused on and explain 
takeaways from your work session today. Remember there’s a difference 
between process and progress. College Board wants to see your process.
 



What You Will Do: (3  MINS)
Conversation At a Level-1. 

Help Ask 3 Before Me
Activities Clean-Up Time

Movement Moving around the tables
Participation Cleaning

ARTISTS DUTIES

4 ART ADVISOR

1 MATERIALS MANAGER

2 SKETCHBOOK SUPERVISOR

3 WASTE WATCHDOG

Clean-Up

Cleaning Checklist

❏ Sketchbook Holder for the next 
period is out

❏ Material’s Bin is in the center of 
the table with the materials in 
it.

❏ Binders placed under the 
Material’s Bin

❏ Trash and loose paper should 
be in the garbage 



Examples of Process pages 
from AP Videos
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“Trend Board”































Include photos that SHOW US your 
process…

Tools and supplies you use, such as:
   -reference images (especially photos you’ve taken)     
   -sketches (thumbnails, value studies, color studies)
   -brainstormed lists and notes
   -mood boards, assets, color swatches, palettes
   -any parts of your process

Photos that show us HOW you work

YOU in action

Add text but keep it short, to the point, and easy to read.









I experimented with building hollow adding a newspaper armature as I built, 
versus building solid then hollowing the form.  I luted layers of clay for details & 
forms (ribs).  

I used multiple reference images, a variety of 
wood sculpting tools, and hand 
smoothing to create my forms and surfaces. 









Notice in the previous slide all of her pencils were visible, her 
original drawing (uncut) is shown, the reference photo she 
took herself is on her phone, you see the extra pieces of her 
work as she is assembling them.  We have lots of clues to her 
process.  (Yes, we added these things to the table as she 
worked to help describe her process in one photo.)





In the captions for the previous slide, the student mentioned 
mixing a full palette of colors before starting a painting to 
create unity, taking her own reference photos, using a grid to 
enlarge the image, and continually using her reference 
images to inform her work.



The image on the left is an 
example of character studies in the 
student’s sketchbook. I would 
recommend leaving the spiral in 
the photo because having 
“sketchbook habit” is a good thing.  
The artist used this as a single 
image.  You could also add more 
studies of one of the characters 
along with this.



I take photos 
everywhere I 
go. I play 
with the 
colors, print 
lots of them, 
lay them out, 
choose 4-7 
images, 
collage them 
together and 
paint on top 
of the 
collage to 
add 
emphasis.  I 
hope to hint 
at a story.



Photographers- show us HOW you got those shots…

(These are examples from professionals found online.)









Graphic Designers- You can show the things you started with 
so that we can see just how much you can changed, updated, 
and edited your imagery.  I would recommend placing the 
image you created from these items immediately after this 
slide.



Mood board    Thumbnails

Assets

















































The Written Evidence

Idea – Concepts used to make artwork (evidenced visually 
and in writing.)

Materials – What was used to make the art and why?

Process – The manipulation of materials and surface chosen 
intentionally to clearly communicate the idea and why it was 
used.

Communication in 100 characters or each requires editing 
your thoughts down to the bare essentials.


